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21st September, 1868 ?Villars?. ?A lovely autumn
effect. Everything was veiled in gloom this morning,
and a gray mist of rain floated between us and the
whole circle of mountains. Now the strip of blue sky
which made its appearance at first behind the distant
peaks has grown larger, has mounted to the zenith,
and the dome of heaven, swept almost clear of cloud,
sends streaming down upon us the pale rays of a
convalescent sun. The day now promises kindly,
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????????? Golfer’s Treasures ?London : St.
Catherine Press, 1925? ????????? ????
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?To Laurence Binyon, with the author’s compliments.
Kyoto, Japan. 7th March, 1932. Essays on William Blake
?? ???????????? ??
??? ????????
by Jugaku. Compliled by Muneyoshi Yanagi to
comfort the author who was in hospital for a long time
with his wife and child on account of typhoid fever, the
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????? ?Thomas James Gobden-Sanderson, The
Ideal Book or Book Beautiful ?Hammersmith : Doves
Press, 1900?? ???????? ?????????
?? ??????????????????
I conceive the Book Beautiful then as a whole, and
I look upon the self assertion of any art within the
?? ???????????? ??
??? ????
limits of the Book Beautiful to be an act of Treason.
The proper duty of each art within the Book Beauti-
ful is to cooperate with all the other Arts similarly
engaged in the production of something which is dis-
tinctly not itself, and Sir, as I contend for the whole-
ness, the symmetry, harmony, beauty, without
strain or stress, of the Book Beautiful, so I would
place the Book beautiful as I would place any other
complete work of art, into acknowledged relation
with that whole of life which we aptly call the uni-
verse, that complex and marvelous whole which
amid the strife of competitive forces supremely
holds its own, and moves rhythmically onward
through ceaseless time and space in the develop-
ment of its own Beautiful Being, the archetype of all























have set Johnston to work at writing?thus to constitute
an associated scriptorium. I have given him, to begin
with, my Tract on the Ideal Book or Book beautiful, and
Milton’s Sonnets?also one of the latter to hang on the
wall. ?What we want is not belief in someone or some-
thing else?in which, as critics of belief point out, we may
well be duped?what we want is belief in ourselves, and
admiration ?not belief? for rightness and beauty, let who
may simulate or lay traps for us.” Thomas James
Cobden-Sanderson, The Journals of Thomas James Cobden-
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